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During the past several decades, financial economic theory has provided us 
with considerable guidance on making prudent investment decisions. For 
instance, the benefits of reducing volatility by holding a diversified portfolio of 
securities is by now a well-established principle, as is the notion that investors 
can expect to be compensated for performing the twin functions of supplying 
financial capital and bearing risk. Indeed, much of the modem approach to 
security analysis is built on these two tenets alone. What happens, however, 
when we are also asked to evaluate a prospective investment by other, non- 
economic criteria? How, for instance, do we incorporate often nebulously 
defined factors involving social welfare into our existing decision-making 
calculus, and what will be the ultimate impact of such inclusions on investment 
performance? 

Pursuing answers to these questions is the goal of this monograph. 
Specifically, Wayne Maw, John Nofsinger, and John Trimble present us with 
a detailed account of the recent trend in pension fund management toward 
selecting investments that are thought to serve a broader social purpose in 
addition to their traditional economic attributes. The funds' prima~y interests 
in this regard are the acquisition of (1) economically targeted investments 
(ETIs), such as community mortgage programs and union-preferenced con- 
struction contracts, and (2) socially restricted investments (e.g., prohibitions 
against South African or Northern Ireland holdings). Following an interesting 
discussion on the historical development of both of these investment ap- 
proaches, the authors provide evidence on their relative merits. In palrticular, 
using new and existing data sets, they contrast the investment performance of 
pension funds with and without ETIs, as well as of those funds with and without 
social restrictions. 

Maw, Nofsinger, and Trimble's message is quite clear: Pension funds with 
economically targeted and socially restricted investments have underper- 
formed their unconstrained counterparts by anywhere from 1 to 2.5 percent- 
age points per annum. Although their empirical evidence is not overwhelming 
in its statistical strength, it is remarkably consistent in supporting that basic 
message. Further, they document recent efforts on the part of the federal 
government to expand the mandate for ETIs from the public to the private 
sector. Taken together, the authors' analysis creates a strong indictment of the 
entire concept of social investing, especially when done on an involuntary 
basis. 

Despite the consistency of the empirical findings, the conclusion is not 



really as clear-cut as the authors suggest. Readers should bear two caveats in 
mind while perusing this study. First, in their comparison of successful and 
unsuccessful ETIs, the authors admit that data limitations prevented a thor- 
ough examination of the former group, even though it represented more than 
half of their sample. Second, and more fundamentally, it is quite possible that 
some of the lETrs adopted into investment portfolios do produce some or all of 
the intended benefits. Unfortunately, no attempt has been made to quantdy 
these benefits and capture them in the comparative analysis. Although the 
authors argue persuasively that pension funds should not bear financial costs 
to produce returns for anyone other than the direct beneficiaries, it is never- 
theless the case that a complete statement on this topic must include this 
dimension. 

It would be naive to think that pension funds connected to political organi- 
zations can themselves remain completely apolitical. It would also be wrong, 
however, to assume that the mere presence of such pressures on the invest- 
ment process are necessarily hazardous to a fund's wealth. The more interest- 
ing and relevant issue, then, is to measure the extent of the cost associated 
with using retirement money to advance a social engineering agenda and to 
determine whether this cost is justified by any other benefits associated with 
the program. Marr, Nofsinger, and Trimble have done the reader a service by 
placing the first of these two issues directly on the table. As such, this research 
is likely to stimulate as many new questions as it has managed to answer. We 
are pleased to present it to you, both for its present content, as well as what it 
may lead to in the future. 

Keith C. Brown, CFA 
Research Director 
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Economically Targeted and 
Social Investments: Investment 
Management and Pension Fund 
Performance 

. . . the Work Group concludes that many sound investments exist in 
areas not usually targeted by pension funds. In some cases, investing 
in projects which are of local or occupational interest to a pension 
fund's participants can create a primary benefit from competitive 
financial returns and a collateral benefit from the creation of jobs, 
wealth, and other local economic ripple effects. In some cases, these 
benefits are measurable. In others, they are not measurable but can 
be 

A major underpinning of modern investment management is the efficiency of 
capital markets, which should ensure that prices of assets reflect their funda- 
mental values. Financial economists generally agree that capital markets 
function well but are not perfectly efficient. Bargains may be found in the 
trenches of day-to-day investing, but they are not easy to find. They are likely 
to be random occurrences and not systematic in nature. They are found by 
diligent search for value that follows sound investment practice by assessing 
risk against expected return for each and every investment prospect. 

Economically targeted investments (ETIs) seek to turn sound investment 
practice on its head by adding economic development objectives to investment 
decisions. They presume systematic inefficiencies in capital markets, but no 
identification or evaluation procedures exist to separate possible capital gaps 
from inferior investments. ETIs are dual-purpose investments, with the invest- 
ment decision made in the joint interests of society and of pension plan 
participants/beneficiaries. Dual-purpose investing has two goals: achievement 
of a risk-adjusted market rate of return and achievement of some social or other 
economic gain external to the investment project's cash flows. Currently, most 
money managers and plan sponsors of pension funds in the private sector are 

1 Executive summary of Economically Taqeted Investments: AFZ ERISA Policy Review, a report 
of the Work Group on Pension Investments, Advisory Council on Pension Welfare and Benefit 
Plans, U.S. Department of Labor (November 1992). 
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largely avoiding the obvious ethical dilemma of trying to serve two masters. 
Money marlagers and plan sponsors of public pension funds, however, have 
often embraced ETIs, if not mandated their use. 

The first widespread mandate for investment managers of public pension 
portfolios to "share" their fiduciary duty occurred with the divestiture from 
their portfolios of firms that do business in South Africa. In the early 1980s, 
many states directed their retirement systems to purge themselves of compa- 
nies operating in South M c a .  The investment characteristics of social restric- 
tions have been well documented. lETls, our focus, have been around in small 
numbers for decades, and these dual-purpose investments became more 
common in the late 1980s. Data and empirical analyses of such investments 
are scarce, however. 

In this monograph, we first review the history of ETIs and present evidence 
for their investment pel-formance and governance characteristics. We then 
review the current state of knowledge concerning social investments, includ- 
ing new evidence of investment return and the effect of social investments on 
fiduciary duty. We also investigate the characteristics of public pension funds, 
which are most susceptible to pressure for social restrictions and economic 
development investments, and the implications of concessionary mandates. 
Concessionary investments have impacts on pension funding and retirement 
benefits. Finally, we review the U.S. Department of Labor's investigation of 
hTIs and its policy implications. 

Eeonomic;aIly Targeted Investments 
ETTs are dual-purpose investments designed to stimulate economic develop 
ment, aowUh, or job creation for a specific group or region while achieving 
competitive returns. These irlvestments often take the form of mortgage 
prograans, construction loans for projects with union workers, venture capital, 
commercid development programs, direct private placements, and bailout 
loans to in-state companies. In very small numbers, E?as have been around for 
decades, but in the late 1980s, they proliferated among public and union 
pension funds. "Our Money's Worth," a report commissioned by New York 
Governor Mario Cuomo, kicked off the public debate concerning the risk-re- 
turn characte~stics of I iT~s.~The report recommends that, instead of investing 
for maximum returns or maximum safety, pension funds should invest for the 
purpose of optimking returns. This conboversial report spurred research, 
debate, and legislative action on the question of pension fund inveskments. 

2'6 Our Money's Worth," The Report of tlie Governor's Task Force on Pension Fund Invest- 
ment, New York State Industrial Cooperation Council Uune 1989). 
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In 1989, the Institute for Fiduciary Education (IFE) issued the first survey 
of public pension funds on the topic of ETIs. Of the 99 pension funds respond- 
ing, 78 had specific ETI programs. The IFE survey used a much broader 
definition of ETIs than is generally recognized. For example, many of the IFE's 
ETIs are Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) securities, 
which are classged as mortgagebacked securities and have known risk and 
return benchmarks. Of the 78 ETI programs identified, the perlormance of 29 
programs (37.2 percent) was unknown and 17 pension funds (21.8 percent) 
did not respond to the performance question. In a follow-up 1993 report, the 
IFE found that public pension funds invested $19.8 billion in ETIs in 1992, up 
from $7.3 billion in 11989. The survey found that although the money in ETIs 
had increased significantly, the number of public pension funds investing in 
them had grown only marginally: a net increase of only three public pension 
funds investing in ETIs between 1989 and 1992. 

Some proponents of ETIs argue that below-market rates of return are 
justified by the added economic benefits. Others contend that ETIs can provide 
both market rates of return and additional benefits (see Watson 1994). Oppo- 
nents of ETIs argue that the fiduciary standards of "the exclusive benefit" rule 
must remain permanent. 

Assets labeled as ETIs fall into two categories. The first category is those 
erroneously labeled as ETIs. These assets are in recognized asset classes, 
such as mortgage-backed securities and venture capital. The second group is 
focused on economic development. Much of the debate about ETIs centers on 
the financial perlFormmce of this second group. 

"Compstitliwe PLUS* RevlsBted. In 1990, Governor Cuomo issued a 
second report: "Competitive PLUS: Economically Targeted Invesments by 
Pension Funds." The purpose of this report was to record the experience of 
pension funds that have made targeted investments and to determine the best 
way to implement ETls. At the outset, the report recommended that 

. . . pension funds should not undertake investments which produce 
concessionary rates of return for the funds in order to promote social 
goals or achieve economic development goals. A concessionary invest- 
ment is one with a low rate of return unjustified by a suitably low level 
of risk or a high risk investment without suitably high returns. (p. 4) 

The report provides detailed examples of the experiences of public pension 
funds in ETIs. These E,TI programs were handpicked to support the use of 
pension assets in targeting groups of people or geographical areas to receive 
some collateral benefit. 
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In reviewing the ETI programs described in "Competitive PLUS," we 
categorized them into three groups: concessionary Ens ,  successful ETls, and 
non-ETIs. The concessionary group consists of ETI programs that appear 
designed to earn below-market returns or that (ex post) experienced invest- 
ment catastrophes. The successful ETIs group consists of programs designed 
to e m  market rates of return; their performance (ex post) has been near that 
of standard investment benchmarks. To be conservative, we classified pro- 
grams whose financial performance is not public as successful ETIs. The third 
group, non-ETIs, comprises investment programs that are erroneously classi- 
fied as ETIs. 

Concessionary ETIs. Many ETIs take the form of mortgage programs, 
such as the residential mortgage program for members of California's Calpers 
and Calstars systems. "Competitive PLUS" states, m e  program offers 
fixed-rate mortgages and charges points of only 1.25 percent, less than 
prevailing market rates." This ETI is concessionary by design. Another 
concessionary ETI described is a program from the Pennsylvania State 
Employees' Retirement System to buy individual mortgages. The report 
states, "The whole loans [which the pension system buys] are not as liquid 
as the FNMA securities, but offer a yield advantage of 30 to 50 basis points." 
The purchased mortgages are not backed by the federal government and 
thus have more risk than FNMA securities. To compensate for the added 
risk and reduced liquidity, these mortgages should pay at least 100 basis 
points more than the FNMA ben~hmark .~  Another concessionary ETI is the 
Community Preservation Corporation (CPC) sponsored by the New York 
City Employees Retirement System. The CPC investments return slightly 
more than GNMA mortgage-backed securities and are fully insured by the 
State of New York Mortgage Agency. Finally, consider the State of Con- 
necticut teacher and public employee fund's ETI mortgage program. Rather 
than linking the interest rate of their mortgages to the 17.25 percent rate 
quoted by local banks at the time, State Treasurer Henry Parker pegged 
the rate to that of an AA industrial bond, 13.45 percent-3.5 percent below 
the current market rate. 

For commercial mortgage programs, the Oregon Public Employees' Retire- 
ment System buys pools of commercial mortgages priced at the ten-year 
Treasury rate plus 300 basis points. Compensation of 3 percent over the 

3 In a 1983 study, Alicia Munnell, economist and senior vice president at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Boston, found that mortgages insured by the Mortgage Guarantee Insurance Corpora- 
tion that were sold on the open market had to compensate investors 1.0-1.5 percentage points 
for the added risk and reduced liquidity from Government National Mortgage Association 
(GNMA) Securities. 
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ten-year Treasury rate is not an adequate expected return for the high risk of 
commercial mortgages. A second example is from two Baltimore retirement 
systems. In this investment process, a local bank searches for commercial 
development investments with the proper economic and social aspects. A 
committee of the pension fund uses a 20-year AA corporate bond as the 
investment benchmark to make the final decision. This benchmark is too low 
to compensate for the risks and illiwidity of commercial mortgages and 
construction loans, especially considering the additional costs of this program. 
"[The funds] found the management of these investments to require additional 
staff and trustee time compared to other asset classes." 

Many n I s  are designed to create or keep jobs in the local economy. These 
ETIs often take the form of equity positions, loans, or venture capital for local 
companies. Many of these ETIs, however, have had less than satisfactory 
results. 

a The State of Connecticut Trust f i n d  experienced a failure with its only 
in-state investment---a venture capital program. The system paid $25 
million for a 47 percent stake of Colt in 1990. The company filed for 
bankruptcy protection on March 19,1993 (Schwimmer 1993). 

a In 1987, the Missouri legislature mandated that the Missouri State 
Employees' Retirement System WOSERS) create the Missouri Ven- 
ture Partners program. The Partners program required 3-5 percent of 
MOSERS' assets to be used in venture capital investments in small 
companies based in Missouri. In 1990, after only three years and $5 
million invested, the program was terminated. The program resulted 
in less than satisfactory investment returns and two  lawsuit^.^ 
The Kansas Public Employees Retirement System (KPERS) lost a $65 
million investment in Kansas-based Home Savings Association after 
federal regulators seized the thrift. KPERS's $14 million investment in 
Kansas-based Tallgrass Technologies has become virtually worthless. 
KPERS also invested $7.8 million in Christopher Steel, which is now 
an abandoned steel plant; KPERS may salvage $1 million of the invest- 
ment after liquidation. EZPERS has already written off $138 million from 
its ETI programs, and by some estimates, the total could reach $236 
million (Philip 1993). 
Pennsylvania state officials promised Volkswagen assistance in financ- 
ing a new $70 million plant in the state. State officials then pressured 
the public school employees' and state employees' retirement funds to 

- -- - - - 

4 Letter from MOSERS to Wayne Marr (November 25,1991). 

5 
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assist in financing. The plant closed a decade later. After four years, 
Sony occupied the plant when the state forgave $40 million of the loan 
(see Walk SteetJozcr~etl, July 9,1976, and DvorchA 1992). 

I Saccesshb ETIs. Because we have limited or no data for successful 
ETIs, we do not discuss this group in detail. 

NOH-ETh. We i d e n ~ e d  three programs from the "Competi~ve PLUS" 
report that should not be considered ETIs. The Alabama Retirement System 
and the New York 'City Employees Re~rement System classify their GNMA 
purchase progrms as ;Er6Is; "secaue G N M  pools diversify mortgages from 
across the coun@, however, it is difficult to argue that these are economically 
targeted inveshnents. In New York, a conglomerate of unions initiated the 
Union Trades Non-Profit Housing Coporation, another non-ETI. The invest- 
ments by the union pension fund are in federally insured c e ~ c a t e s  of deposit 
from local lenders. These CDs may be targeted investments, but they are fully 
insured by the federal govemment. 

The ETI ScorecaM. For all of the ETIs described in "'Competitive 
PLUS," we categorized 10 (32 percent) as concessionary, 3 (10 percent) as 
non-mIs, and 18 (58 percent) as success£ul progrms (see Figure 1). For the 
18 successful ETTs, however, we did not have adequate idormation for proper 
dassification. The subpar pedormance of 32 percent of the ETI programs 
listed in the "Competitive PLUS" report, considefing they were hand-picked 
by a comm~ttee promoting ETIs, is striking. 

For residenGal mo&gage ETI programs, four (31 percent) are conces- 
sionary, three (23 percent) are non-ETls, and six (46 percent) are successful. 
b o n g  the commercial modgage ETI progrms, two (33 percent) are con- 
cessionary and four (67 percent) are successful. For the job-creation ETIs, 
four (33 percent) are considered concessionary and eight (67 percent) suc- 
cessful. 

As evidence of the prudence of ETIs, many proponents refer to a study 
conducted by The Marco Consultixlg Group (MCC;) and released on April 15, 
~ 9 2 . ~  This study has become important because it has been cited in govem- 
ment documents as evidence of successful performance by ETI programs. 
These documents include "'Economica~~y Targeted Invesments: An ERISA 
Policy Re~ew"  (U.S. Dep ent of Eabor 1992) and ""Financing the Future: 
Report of the Commission to Promote Investment in America's Infrastrucbre" 
W.S. Dep&ment sf Transpo~t ion 1993). In addition, the study has been 
discussed in trade magazines such as Pewions & b~vestments. 

5 MCG is the largest 17.S. consultantto mul~emplloyer pension plans. 
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performance histories of five to ten years. Of these three, only one beat the 
average mortgage mutual fund for five years and none was above average for 
the ten-year period. 

This comparison suggests a different evaluation from that in the MCG 
study. The MCG study claimed the mortgage ETls were superior performers, 
but compared with other mortgage funds, the majority of mortgage ETI funds 
were below-average performers. The MCG study states, 'No other nontar- 
geted mortgage funds were found in the survey." We believe this statement is 
incorrect, because mortgage fund data are widely available. 

The MCG survey of the 16 open-end equity real estate funds was a little 
more comprehensive than the mortgage fund survey. MCG found that the 2 
ETI funds outperformed the other 84 funds for 1991. Tlhe study does not 
mention that returns for these funds are based on appraisals of the properties. 
Appraisal values do not represent market values very accurately because of 
the high degree of subjectivity involved in the appraisal process. Large 
commercial properties are not traded frequently, and comparisons are diffi- 
cult because of large variances in location, size, and quality of comparable 
property. These problems are compounded by the conflict of interest for the 
appraiser, who tries to value property accurately but also wants repeat busi- 
ness from the fund. Appraised values are partly based on previous appraisal 
estimates. 

All these factors lead to the conclusion that the investment returns fund 
managers provide are highly subjective. Any comparison among funds using 
these data could be inaccurate and misleading. In light of this infomation, this 
part of the MCG study appears to be very weak. Even if the reported returns 
were valid, an investor would have achieved a higher rate of return in any of 
the several real estate equity mutual funds.7 

Ells and lnvestmeat Pedormance. Tlhe evidence presented thus far 
suggests that "successful" ETIs achieve risk-adjusted returns near those of a 
proper benchmark. 66Unsuccessful" ETIs are concessionary and often have 
enormous downside risks, but the evidence is largely anecdotal. Case studies 
can be found in Man,  Nofsinger, and Trimble (1993) and Romano (1993). 
Mthough desirable project-specific returns are unavailable, two recent back- 
to-back surveys offer enough information to analyze the performance of funds 

7 We identified Fidelity Real Estate Investment, Fidelity Select-Construction and Rousing, 
the U.S. Real Estate Fund, and the Templeton Real Estate Securities Fund. These funds invest 
in real estate investment trusts, which are publicly traded, so the quoted investment returns are 
accurate. 
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engaged in social and economically targeted investing. 
Our data are taken primarily from two surveys of public pension funds.8 

These surveys contain information on social restrictions, targeted invest- 
ments, portfolio returns, asset allocation, and governance provisions for fiscal 
years 1990 and 1991. We supplemented these data with retirement system 
annual reports, investment documents, the two IFE studies mentioned earlier, 
and personal communication with the funds. The data used in all the empirical 
work presented in this monograph were for defined-benefit pension funds. The 
participants in a defined-benefit plan rely on the fiduciary duty of the trustee 
to select investments that are in their best interests; they cannot choose from 
a menu of investment strategies as is the case for participants in many 
defined-contribution plans. 

Table 1 presents the mean one-year returns and standard deviations for 
public pension plans with and without ETIs. For the entire data set, 55 funds 

Fable 1. Annual Returns for Pension Funds with and without lETla 

Measure 

Non-ETl funds 
Mean return 
Standard deviation 
Observations 

EnT funds 
Mean return 
Standard deviation 
Observations 

Difference in means 
(t-statistic) 

Full Sample Pendat 1991 Pendat 1992 

*Significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level. 

invested in ETIs and 333 funds did not. The mean return for the ETrI funds (9.89 
percent) is 246 basis points less than that of the funds without ETIs (12.35 
percent), a difference that is statistically significant at the 5 percent level. The 
dierence is 114 basis points for the Pendat 1991 sample and 319 basis points 
for the Pendat 1992 sample. The standard deviation for the 55 ETT funds was 
6.84 percent versus 7.70 percent for the pension funds without ETIs. Note that 
in the Pendat 19911 sample, the non-E=TI funds mean-variance-dominated the 
ETI funds. 

8 Both surveys were conducted by Paul Zorn and are entitled "A Survey of State and Local 
Government Employee Retirement Systems." They were published by the Public Pension 
Coordinating Council in 1991 and 1992, and we refer to them as Pendat 1991 and Pendat 1992. 
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To adjust the one-year returns for differences in asset allocation and risk, 
we calculated an expected return by matching the fund's return with a bench- 
mark. The benchmark return consisted of returns from common indexes?The 
benchmark return represents the return expected from a well-diversified 
portfolio with the same asset allocation as the pension fund. For example, the 
Illinois State Teachers' Retirement System (ISTRS) earned 20.8 percent in 
1991. The benchmark return with the same asset allocation as ISTRS was 19.4 
percent. We defined the unexpected return as the difference between the 
fund's return and the benchmark return, or 1.4 percent for ISTRS. 

Analysis of the unexpected returns is shown in Table 2. The daerence 

Table 2. Annual Unexpected Returns for Pension Funds with and 
without ETls 

Measure Full Sample Pendat 1991 Pendat 1992 

Non-ETI funds 
Mean return 
Standard deviation 
Observations 

ETH funds 
Mean return 
Standard deviation 
Observations 

Difference in means 
(&statistic) 

Note:The unexpected return for each fund is calculated by subtracting, from the annual return, a benchmark 
portfolio return that has the same asset allocation as the fund. 

between non-ETI funds and ETI funds was 43 basis points in aggregate and 
114 and 135 basis points for the Pendat 1991 and 1992 samples, respectively. 
The low difference in the total sarnple is mainly attributable to pension funds 
oulperlsmling their benchmarks in the 1991 sample and underperforming in 
the 1992 sarnple. Although the difference between the two types of funds is 

9 Our benchmark for cash holdings was the Treasury-bill return (monthly returns com- 
pounded for an annual return); for domestic stocks, we used a value-weighted index of all stocks 
trading on the New Vork Stock Exchange (NUSE) and American Stock Exchange ( h e x ) ;  for 
U.S. securities, we used the long-term U.S. Treasury-bond; for corporate bonds, we used the 
Salomon Brothers Long-Term High-Grade Corporate Bond Index; for mortgages, we used the 
Salomon Brothers Mortgage-Backed Index; for real estate equities, we used the Russell- 
NCREIF Property Index; for international equities, we used the Morgan Stanley Capital Inter- 
national World Index; and we used the Salomon Brothers World Government Bond Index 
(non-U.§.) for the international fixed-income benchmark. 



economica~ly large, these estimates are not statistically different. Note that 
pension funds with ETIs usually limit their total asset allocation in ETIs to no 
more thm 5 percent. The variation in portfolio return caused by this 5 percent 
of assets is what we are trying to capture; thus, the lack of statistical significance 
is not problematic because we do not expect a large difference in unexpected 
returns. Apparently, however, asset allocation does not explain all the difference 
in performance between pension funds with ETIs and funds with no lETls. 

As a third test, we used crosssectional regression analysis on the two 
groups of pension funds to estimate risk-adjusted abnormal returns. The 
regressions produced the following res~l ts : '~  

For the non-ETI regression, 

and for the regression,'' 

where ri is the fund's annual return, rf is the risk-free rate (U.S. Tbill yield), 
and r, is the market return as proxied by a value-weighted index of WSE and 
Amex stocks. 

The riskadjusted abnormal return for non-ETTI funds (1.35 percent) is 
greater than the ETI funds' abnormal return (-0.76 percent)-significanfly 
greater at the 10 percent level, according to an &test. The beta estimates 
between the two groups are not statistically different. The small beta coeffi- 
cients are indicative of the high allocation to fixed-income investments in 
public pension funds. 

Proponents of ETIs argue that investments in the local economy have low 
correlation with traditional pension investments (such as stocks and bonds) 
and will thus reduce the risk of the investment portfolio. We found that the 
standard deviations of ETI funds' returns were mostly lower than those of 
non-ETTI funds, beat the beta risk measures were nearly identical. This arm- 
ment is deceptive, however. ETIs may have low correlation with traditional 
investments, but they are highly correlated with the local economy. When the 
local economy suffers, government unemployment costs increase while tax 
revenues decrease. The very time that governments cannot afford to cowtrib- 
ute to their pension funds is the time that EcFI investment perfomance 
-- -. - 

10 Both estimates are sign3cantIy different from zero at the 1 percent level. The adjusted 2 
is 36.1 percent, and n is 333. 

11 The abnormal return is not statistically significant. The beta estimate is significant at the 
B percent level; adjusted I? = 37.9 percent, and B = 55. 
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suffers, potentially requiring higher contributions than normal. This situation 
is analogous to employees investing their retirement money in their employ- 
ers' stock. 

ETls and Rduclary Duty. All pension funds are fiduciaries because 
they manage assets on behalf of others. Because situations may arise in which 
a fiduciary's own interests conflict with the best interests of the account 
beneficiaries, the law imposes a high standard of conduct on a fiduciary's 
behavior and investment decisions. 'fie federal law governing fiduciary stand- 
ards for private pension funds is the Employee Retirement Income Security 
Act (EMS@, passed in 1974. Although EFUSA does not apply to public funds, 
many states have enacted similar laws or policies for their own public fund 
trustees. This duty of care is known as the prudent man rule. The rule compels 
fiduciaries to examine all reasonable options, deliberate carefully, and record 
their deliberations in order to justify their final decisions. These requirements 
mean that all assets held for the benefit of others must be prudently managed 
for the exclusive benefit of the beneficiaries. 

Some public pension funds operate under standards similar to the prudent 
man rule. These funds can use the fiduciary standards to protect themselves 
from millring inferior investments mandated by state legislatures. Indeed, 
among the pension funds using ETIs, those operating under the prudent man 
rule had an average one-year return of 10.4 percent (7.2 percent standard 
deviation). Those funds not using the fiduciary standards and using ETIs 
averaged a 7.7 percent return (5.1 percent standard deviation). Note that the 
annual difference in returns between pension funds with no ETIs and pension 
funds with ETIs and no prudent man rule is 470 basis points. Apparently, the 
fiduciary duty of public pension investment managers is compromised when 
they are not protected by prudent man laws or policies. 

To investigate this issue further, we regressed the funds' unexpected 
returns against several variables. The first, Risky, is a measure of the funds' 
risk aversion; it is defined as the assets allocated to nongovernment securities 
(less cash) divided by total assets. Managers who are conservative in asset 
allocation seem to be also conservative in security selection. Dummy variables 
are included for whether the prudent man rule applies, Prudent, and whether 
the fund invests in ETIs, ETI. A dummy, Pendat92, is also used to correct for 
daerences in unexpected return between the two years of data.12 The appli- 

12 As mentioned earlier, the unexpected returns for the pension funds were generally positive 
in the 1991 sample and negative in the 1992 sample. The absence of this dummy variable does 
not change the sign on the other coefficients or the conclusions. 
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cation of the prudent man rule and oversight of ETI projects takes enormous 
time, so the variable, Stafi the number of investment management staff in the 
pension fund, was also included in the regression. The coefficients of these 
variables are as  follow^:'^ 

Unexpected return = 0.039 - 0.084(Risky) + 0.035(Pmdent) 
- 0.021 (ETI) + 0.124(Stafl 
- 0.098(Pendat92). 

These results indicate that pension funds using the prudent man rule 
experience a higher unexpected return, 350 basis points, and that pension 
funds with ETIs decrease their unexpected return by 210 basis points, which 
is consistent with the evidence previously presented. Pension funds taking 
more risk in our sample were penalized in their unexpected return. Funds with 
a higher number of investment staff received higher unexpected returns. 

Soeial lrrvediing 
The investment implications of restricting the investment universe for social 
reasons has been well investigated. (Although divestment from South Africa 
received all the press, there has also been a quiet divestiture from companies 
operating in Northern Ireland.) In the 1980s, the divestiture from companies 
conducting business in South Africa burdened portfolios in three ways. It 
entailed divestment and monitoring costs and reduced the investment uni- 
verse. Love (1985) estimated the one-time divestiture cost to be 1.3 percent, 
or $13 million per $1 billion portfolio. Ennis and Parkhill (1986) estimated a 
cost of $15 million per $1 billion portfolio for an unqualified divestment. In 
addition to the divestment costs are the recurring costs of monitoring firms' 
presence in South Africa. 

The largest effect of divestiture is probably on portfolio risk and the trading 
costs of optimizing a portfolio with restrictions. Wagner et al. (1984) found that 
152 companies in the S&P 500 Index (47 percent of the total capitalization) had 
operations in South Africa, including 31 of the largest 50 U.S. companies. The 
authors identified ten industpies within the S&P 500 in which divested portfo- 
lios would lose more than 75 percent of the "opportunity set." Replacing each 
of these 152 companies with the large companies without South African 
operations and from the same industries would produce a "new S&P 500" with 
only 62 percent of the market capitalization of the actual S&P 500. These 

1 %e used weighted least squares where size (market value) of the fund is the weights to 
correct for heteroscedasticity among different size pension funds. All estimates are significantly 
different from zero at the 5 percent level; I? = 53.2 percent, and n = 238. 
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replacement stocks would be much smaller in capitalization than the elimi- 
nated stocks. 

Loeb (1983) presented evidence that trading costs are significantly higher 
for mid-cap stocks than for the large-cap stocks for large block trades. There- 
fore, operating under these conditions, managers cannot maximize portfolio 
return and must settle for some "optimized" return. Freeman and Winchester 
(1994) described the investment management problems associated with social 
investing and presented strategies for optimizing return under the restrictions 
put in place by the Connecticut State Legislature, which in the name of social 
responsibility, prohibits its pension fund from investing in 250, mostly large- 
cap stocks. 

Using a divestment strategy to achieve political or social goals does not 
appear to be in the best interest of beneficiaries. As pension portfolios become 
more globalized and companies become more international, restrictions of this 
type will have even more impact on portfolio optimization and fiduciary duty 
than currently. 

Most restrictions dealing with South Africa were still in existence in 1991, 
the last year of our data. Social investing has recently taken a new direction 
for pension funds--restrictions are being levied on companies that contribute 
to domestic social problems and ills. Hamilton, Jo, and Statman (1993) studied 
mutual funds with domestic social restrictions and found that their risk-ad- 
justed returns are slightly lower than (but not significantly different from) 
those of other mutual funds. 

Empirical Evidence. Because of the extensive work already done on 
this subject, we simply verified that empirical results from our data set are 
consistent with previous studies. For the work in this monograph, pension 
funds with social investing constraints are defined as having restrictions on 
investing in companies that have operations in South Africa or Northern 
Ireland or that conduct ETI programs. 

Our data indicate that pension funds with social investing restrictions earn, 
on average, 109 basis points a year less than funds without the restrictions, 
although the difference is not statistically significant. The result from a crsss- 
sectional regression of excess returns (as was done with ETI and non-ETI 
funds) for the nonsocial funds isI4 

1 b e  intercept is significantly different from zero, at the 5 percent level, and the slope 
coefficient is different at the 1 percent level; adjusted 2 = 35.9 percent, and pz = 244. 
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The result of the regression for social funds is1" 

Note that the abnomal return for the nonsocial funds is higher than for the 
funds with social restrictions, but the difference in abnormal. returns is not 
statisticdIy significant. These results are consistent with Hamilton, Jo, and 
Statman (1993). 

As shown with ETk, a prudent man rule helps investment managers under 
social constraints. Social funds using the rule earn an additional 130 basis 
points a year. These results are consistent with previous studies on social 
investing and with the evidence presented on funds with ET%s. 

Pslitlcai Abuses and Soeial lavesting. After social restrictions are 
imposed, how does an investment manager or state legislator h o w  where to 
draw the line? If pension funds helped South Africans in a foreign land, could 
they dso  help with social issues at home? Should investment restrictions be 
levied on companies contributing to social ills such as alcohol, tobacco, 
weapons, gambling, and so forth? Which side should a pension fund take 
between labor m d  management? Fiduciary care and prudence imply that no 
social. restrictions apply. Rather, to avoid misuses of pension assets, invest- 
ments should be based solely on risk-return characteristics. 

Most public pension fund trustees have felt pressure (directly and indi- 
rectly) from politicians and special-interest groups to make specific invest- 
ments. 'This pressure is evident in the following quote from Teacher Retirement 
System of Texas News (August 12,1991): 

The Teacher Retirement System of Texas is one of several statewide 
U.S. pension systems fighting off attempts to control funding methods 
and governance structures. Other assaults on pension plans have been 
launched in New York, California, Illinois, Connecticut, Maine, and 
Pennsylvania, among others. 

Large funds tend to be under more pressure than small funds. The 
following is a sample of the more blatant political misuses of pension 
assets. 

In 1975, the New York state and city pension plans were pressured into 
purchasing New York City bonds to prevent the city's insolvency. 
Weisman 1975) 

1 b e  intercept is nof significant, and the slope coefficient is different from zero at the 1 
percent level; adjusted k = 36.1 percent, and n = 144. 
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r In 1976, the New York state and city pension plans were pressured into 
purchasing the bonds of four financially distressed state agencies. 
(New York Times, January 21,1976) 
In Los Angeles County, officials recently unveiled aplan to use as much 
as $250 million from the county employees9 pension fund to balance 
the county's budget. Wise 1992) 

r In the summer of 1991, Governor Pete Wilson of California tried to gain 
control of the Calpers retirement system by proposing to replace the 
board with political appointees. To stall Wilson's bid for control, 
Calpers offered to provide $1.6 billion to help balance California's 
budget. (White 1991) 
Pennsylvania officials have intervened in two takeover attempts of 
P ennsylvania companies, Koppers Company and Armstrong World 
Industries, by foreign companies. The officials threatened to cut off 
Shearson Lehman Hutton from the state's and pension fund's security 
business for helping the foreign companies. (White 1989) 

0 The Illinois state treasurer threatened to withhold future investments 
by the state pension fund in Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts and Company 

if it did not ensure that an Illinois printing company it owned 
continue to operate without any reduction in employment. The state 
treasurer acted in conflict with the duty of a pension plan trustee by 
acting in the best interests of the workers of the printing plant when 
the pension fund was an investor in KKR and, therefore, an owner of 
the plant. Later, the Illinois Investment Board asked to secure 
financing for the workers trying to purchase the plant from 
(Romano 1993) 

Much of the pressure on public pension funds for social investments has 
been successfully rejected by prudent fiduciaries. If fiduciary standards are 
weakened, however, more pension trustees will be forced to accommodate 
ETIs and other social investments.16 The State Board of Administration (SBA) 
of Florida has kept a list of investment strategies proposed to the SBA as 
investment restrictions or mandated investments. The list is nearly 50 items 
long. We present only a few of them here: 

Interest-£ree loans for favored projects 
r Donations to public projects 

Public housing contributions 

16 In 1991, the KPERS board of trustees was involved in litigation asserting that the board was 
subjected to political pressure in the mid- to late 1980s. 
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o Restrictions on Pennsylvania corporations 
Restrictions on companies that slaughter cattle, hogs, chickens, or 
other animals 

o Restrictions on nonunion companies 
Restrictions on union companies, and 

o Restrictions on road-building companies 
These suggestions are indicative of the types of investment pressures that 
trustees will increasingly face if nonfiduciary considerations are increasingly 
allowed to influence the investment management process.17 

Governance Structure and Social Investing. Which public pension 
funds are most susceptible to political pressure and mandates for social 
investing? To investigate this question, we regressed the dependent dummy 
variable, Social, on the four variables Pyadent, Risky, Staff; and Edetzdat2 and 
on four additional variables: Elected, the ratio of the fund's board members 
who are elected by beneficiaries to the total number of board members; Union, 
a dummy variable indicating whether the fund's participants are unionized and 
the union negotiates retirement benefits; State, a dummy variable indicating 
whether pension fund participants are statewide employees; and Unfinded, the 
extent to which the pension plan is underfunded (in decimal form). 

The results of the regression f~llow:'~ 

Social = -1.49 - 0.31(Pmdent) + 1.14(Stafi 
- 0.'74(Elected) + 0.36(Risky) + 0.59(U~ion) 
+ l.ZO(State) + 1.15(Un&nded) + 0.49(Pendat92). 

State funds (usually with a large investment staff) and funds with unionized 
participants are very likely to have social constraints. Protection from invest- 
ment restrictions come from adherence to high fiduciary standards, such as 
the prudent man rule. Additionally, pension funds in which investment deci- 
sions are decided by a governance board made up of members elected by the 
participants are less likely to operate under social restrictions. Funds that have 
higher funding deficits may have gotten there by investing in (often conces- 
sionary) social investments. 

17 SBA letter to Wayne Marr (November 15,1991). 

' w e  used the logistic distribution and estimated via maximum likelihood and weighted 
observations by ln(rnarket value). All estimates are sign5cantly different from zero at the 5 
percent level except for the coefficients for Staffand Pmdetzt, which are significant at the PO 
percent level. Risky is not statistically significant; n = 238. 
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Pension Funding Implicatians. Figure 2 shows that pension funds 
with social investments are underfunded, on average, by 17.2 percent of their 
projected benefit obligation (PBO) .'"nderfunding for pension funds not 
involved in social investing averages 13.0 percent of the PBO. The figures are 
15.6 percent and 14.4 percent for pension funds with ETIs and those without, 
respectively. For funds with social investments, this amount equates to an 
average unfunded PBO of $822 million, compared with $381 million for funds 
that have no social constraints. The difference is partly caused by a diflerence 
in underfunding and partly caused by the tendency for the social -funds to be 
large state plans. 

To make up the underfunding, sponsors amortize the unfunded PBO over 
a number of years. The sponsors of pension funds that invest in ETIs or have 
social constraints amortize the unfunded PBO over an average of 28 years, and 
funds not engaged in dual-purpose investing amortize over 21-23 years. 
Sponsors who mandate social constraints are thus statistically less likely to 
have Fully funded pension systems and more likely to plan to take longer in 
making up the underfunding. 

The underfunding problem is exacerbated by actuarial assumptions and 
actual investment performance. The present value of the sponsor's liabiliw is 
calculated by discounting the future benefits owed by a discount rate called 
the actuarial investment re tur~  assumption. Pension funds with social restric- 
tions use an average of 7.92 percent as the actuarial assumption. This assump 
tion is 16 basis points greater than the assumption used by pension funds 
without social constraints. The difference may seem small, but it is statistically 
significant (at the 5 percent level) and can make a large difference when 
discounting for 30-50 years. Additionally, evidence provided earlier indicates 
that actual returns are 110 basis points lower for social funds than for nonsocial 
funds. A similar story is seen for ETI versus non-ETI pension funds. All these 
factors point to the same conclusion: Social constraints compromise fiduciary 
duty, which leads to underfunded retirement systems and, potentially, to 
reduced benefits. 

The Federal Government and Private Pensiion Plans 
The pressure on public pension systems to fund dual-purpose investments is 
now spreading to private fund managers. The Dep ent of Labor during 
President Clinton's administration is considering measures to allow, even 

19 The PBO is a measure of the present value of expected future pension liabilities. The 
calculation includes actuarial assumptions about vesting, future years of senrice, and future 
salaries. 
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Hgure 2. Pension Plan Idnde~unding sand Amo~izatian of Unfunded 
Obligatiosas 

... .- - . - - 

Pension Plan Underfunding (%) 

Pension Plan Underfunding ($) 
900 

Amortization of Unfunded Obligation 
30 

Social Nonsocial 
Funds Funds 

ETI Funds Nen-ETI 
Funds 

-. . . . 
Soiource: Generated from data in Pendat 1991 aaad Pendat 1992. 
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encourage, private pension managers to use ETIs. "Safe harbor" tests to allow 
ETIs are described in a report of the Work Group on Pension Investments 
(henceforth, the Work Group) of the Advisory Council on Pension Welfare 
and Benefit Plans, entitled "Economically Targeted Investments: An ERISA 
Policy Review" (November 1992). 

As governor of Arkansas, Clinton mandated ETIs for the Arkansas pension 
systems. Some constituencies in the federal executive branch are now trying 
to tap pension funds and other institutional investors for financing infrastruc- 
ture projects. The plan is documented in "Financing the Future," Report of the 
Commission to Promote Investment in America's Infrastructure (February 
1993). The report concludes that ETIs should have market-rate returns and 
achieve funding by creating new infrastructure securities. It also advocates a 
new quasi-governmenlal agency to facilitate ETIs. We have argued elsewhere 
that the main two recommendations of the commission would not encourage 
funding of the magnitude being forecast without serious political pressure (see 
Marr, Trimble, and Nofsinger 1993). Chemoff (1993) reported that a govern- 
ment entity issuing infrasbucturebacked securities is still several years away. 

Under current consideration is a change in the interpretation of ERISA that 
would legalize ETTs for private funds. "In the best interest of' the beneficiaries 
has been interpreted as a financial interest requiring investments to meet the 
prevailing rate of return. The Department of Labor, however, is considering a 
broader interpretation that would allow ETIs to have below-market rates of 
return if direct or indirect secondary benefits can be achieved. 

Future ERISA Policy on ETls. The De t of Labor is responsi- 
ble for interpreting ERISA, which governs ate pension plans and 
establishes fiduciary standards. Because the ent's interpretive 
rulings become law, an understanding of how the agency might interpret 
future fiduciary issues relating to ETIs is important. The report from the Work 
Group on ETIs provides some insight into upcoming interpretive rulings.20 

ETI projects often cannot obtain financing from private sources or from 
local, state, and federal governments struggling with budget deficits. The 
debate is whether pension fund assets should be used for projects with 
dual-purpose goals. If an ETI expects a market rate of return for its expected 
risk level, then clearly, no conflict exists between the social objective and the 
plan participants9 interests. One question the Work Group addressed was: If 
the ETI expects a below-market rate of return, in which cases (if any) could a 
fiduciary prudently fund the investment? 

20 For a more detailed analysis of the report, see Marr, Trimble, and Nofsinger (1994). 

20 
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The Department of Labor previously ruled that ETIs that require a sacrifice 
in investment return or risk but do not provide other benefits to the plan 
participants do not meet ERISA's fiduciary standards. But what if collateral 
benefits, called "externalities," accrue to plan participants to make up for the 
sacrifice of investment return? An investor's primary objective with an invest- 
ment is to earn a risk-adjusted market rate of return, but most investments 
(stocks, bonds, private loans, etc.) also provide collateral benefits to society in 
the form of job creation, tax revenues, and other effects. If these externalities 
accrue to the investor, two benefits are received. In fact, some observers argue 
that pension funds should be allowed to accept a below-market rate of return if 
adequate externalities accrue to the plan participants (see Rifkin and Barber 
1978 and Litvak 1981). 

The Working Group's report summarizes its findings and views on 
whether to modify the "prevailing-rate9' test used by pension fund fiduciaries 
under ERISA. More specifically, the Working Group examined how the pre- 
vailing-rate test could be modified to stimulate ETIs without sacrificing the 
fiduciary responsibility of investing for the exclusive benefit of beneficiaries. 
A new interpretation would focus on the total financial interest of the benefici- 
aries. This new interpretation would allow the evaluation of an investment to 
include financial benefits other than the primary risk-adjusted rate of return. 
Calculated externalities accruing to the plan participants could be added to the 
expected cash flow of the investment to determine whether an ETI[ meets the 
prevailing rate test. The new interpretation could be implemented with a Eabor 
Department interpretive letter; no congressional debate or legislative action 
would be required. 

In its report, the Work Group stated that "collateral benefits to plan 
participants and beneficiaries may be one of the justifications . . ." for using 
pension assets for these socially desirable programs. This interpretation would 
allow pensions to invest in ETIs at below-market rates of return when exter- 
nalities accrue to plan participants. The second conclusion of the report states: 

The existing Dep ent of Labor regulations on FrIs allow collateral 
benefits to be a secondary factor in pension trustees' investment 
decisions. lid the Department were to allow fiduciaries to consider 
collateral benefits which accrue directly to plan beneficiaries in meet- 
ing the prevailing returns test, an indeterminate amount of additional. 
funding might be allocated to EXs. (pp. 27-28) 

When ETIs earn a below-market rate of return, the measurable collateral 
benefits could be added to the rate of return to boost the total investment 
benefit to make it appear to meet the prevailing-rate test. The Work Group 
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recognized that investment managers and pension trustees would be reluctant 
to fund investments that are in conflict with fiduciary standards and the 
prudent man rule. To overcome this reluctance, the Work Group recom- 
mended creating a ""se harbor" procedure: 

For lETIs that do not meet the existing prevailing rate test, the DOL 
should consider designing a "safe harbor9' process for evaluating, 
benchmarking and tracking performance (incorporating the collateral 
benefits to current participants through the plan to achieve a prevailing 
rate) and specifying the plan structures for which such considerations 
may be suitable. (p. 31) 

The obvious problem with the Work Group's recommendation is qualify- 
ing the collateral benefits. Also, pension plan beneficiaries are not a homoge- 
neous group, and they may value the collateral benefits differently. As an 
example, consider the case of a union pension plan investing in a construction 
project that employs only union workers but generates a below-market rate of 
return. If the project would not have been funded through other means, the 
workers would not have been employed. One armment is that job creation for 
the union workers is a direct financial benefit to the plan participants. This 
collateral benefit does not accrue to retired beneficiaries of the plan, however, 
or to plan participants who are employed on a different project. 

The Work Group now seems to have backed away from its earlier position 
that concessionary invesments are acceptable when accompanied by collat- 
eral economic benefits. In its most recent report, "A Clearinghouse or Network 
for Economically Targeted In~esments, '~ the Work Group tried to establish 
that EXIS, by dehition, provide adequate returns for their risk. 

ms "ClearSinmorrmw Repor(l. The main purpose for the second r e  
port by the Work Group on Economically Targeted Inveslments, dated No- 
vember 1993, was to report its findings and conclusions from an investigation 
on the feasibility of creating a national clearinghouse on ETI programs. 

In this report, the Work Group argued that some sectors of the economy 
have become undednanced for reasons ranging from discrimination to demo- 
graphic trends that have caused a shift in capital firom 1 0 4  banks to pension 
funds. The underlying assumption requires the market for capital to be 
ine~cient, leaving profit opportunities in these capital gaps. The Work Group's 
goal is to redistribute capital so as to fill these presumed capital gaps. A 
free-market system, however, allocates resources far better than govemment 
agencies. Patterson (1994) pointed out that researchers have not empirically 
or operationally identified capital gaps. Moreover, even if capital gaps do exist, 
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how does an investment manager distinguish between a gapfilling investment 
and one so poor that no one else will fund it? 

The Work Group began its report by rewriting the definition m d  history 
of economically targeted investments. It defines an ETI as an investment that 
is not concessionary: 

What is less widely appreciated, however, is that the term "ETY,, was 
specifically developed in an attempt to distinguish investments that 
otherwise meet a risk-adjusted prevailing rate standard, while also 
producing a collateral economic benefit, $om investments that entail 
an investment sate or risk compromise. (pp. 6-7) 

Public use of the te rn  66]ETI" and its use in the three most impoPtant @I 
documents has concessions of investment return in exchange for collateral 
economic benefits as a key feature2' 

As detailed in the report, the Work Group recommends creating a non- 
profit corporation to function as a clearinghouse for ETIs. Its immediate duties 
would be to document the various ETI programs, detail the structure a d  
transactions of the programs, create ETI models for the purposes of education 
m d  replication, m d  list potential investments designed by financial interme- 
diaries. Functions such as conducting seminars on IMTIs and gathering and 
reporting performance data and benchmarks for ETIs could come later. We 
are not surprised that the Work Group chose to delay the collection of actual 
ET% performance data, because most ETIs are not profitable. How can trustees 
satisfy fiduciary due diligence requirements without historical performance 
data? The Work Group concludes that creating a national clearinghouse for 
ETI projects and information would "further legitimize @TI progrms concep 
hadly as prudent alternative investments9' (p. 11). 

For a fee, investment managers and pension fund trustees would be able to 
access infomation to find ETI projects and models comparable to investments 
they intend to fund. The report recognizes the fact that desiming, analyzing, 
and monitoring an ETI program lakes an enormous mount  of the pension 
fund's slaff and time. Conducting an ETI transaction through the clearinghouse 
would not relieve the trustee of fiduciary duty. As stated on page 14, 

A plan therefore could not expect an n1 transaction to be deemed 
fiduciarily prudent merely because the investment was listed within 
the clearinghouse or network. 'fie clearinghouse or network is to 

"wo of these documents, "Our Money's Worth" and "'Competitive PLUS," were commis- 
sioned by the governor of New York. The third document is the first report of the Work Group, 
'%conomically Targeted Investments: An ERISA PoEcy Review." 
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facilitate gathering of information regarding ~ I S ;  each plan will have 
to separately analyze the information received and make independent 
inquiries regarding the transaction to satisfy fiduciary due diligence 
requirements. 

For pension funds to pay a fee for M1 information from the clearinghouse 
and still conduct its own investment analysis in the discharge of fiduciary 
requirements is an inefficient use of scarce resources. The prudence of 
traditiond investments can be quickly and easily investigated. Pension funds 
have no obligation to seek out complicated investments with no track record 
in order to fill DOL-perceived capital gaps. Pension fund trustees do have an 
obligation to use the pension assets for the exclusive benefit of the participants 
and beneficiaries. 

Summary 
Economically targeted investments are designed to stimulate economic devel- 
opment, growth, or job creation for a specific group or region while achieving 
competitive returns. This study documents the emergence of ETIs, their 
performance, and the performance of the public pension funds that use them. 

We found that ETIs and the broader class of social investments coexist 
with lower returns in public pension fund portfolios. Funds using bTIs under- 
perform those that do not by 43-246 basis points a year. Funds with social 
constraints underperform unconstrained funds by 41-109 basis points a year. 
The pension fund managers who find themselves working under these types 
of constraints may improve portfolio returns by following the prudent man 
rule. 

These dual-purpose investments have the troubling potential to be driven 
by politics and are not in the best interest of pension beneficiaries. The Labor 

ent's actions in promoting ETIs to private pension funds is also 
. As champion of the U.S. labor force, the Labor Dep 

be strengthening fiduciary standards to protect the labor force's retirement 
assets. Instead, it appears to be weakening fiduciary duty and ERISA in order 
to subsidize housing or create jobs. Pension funds are not life-support systems 
for obsolete jobs, unbalanced budgets, or society's welfare. 
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